In this paper, a generalized mathematical model formulation for Cellular Manufacturing System (CMS) using Hierarchical Production Planning (HPP) approach, which is a methodology to introduce the planning process by a series of mathematical models, is proposed. Particularly, the main objective of the CMS is to obtain the optimum method and this optimum method helps to solve the problem of minimizing the variable production costs (production cost, cells setup cost, inventory holding cost and regular capacity cost). Subsequently, the model is applied to two different real case studies and is solved by using operation research optimization software (Lingo-12.0 program). The model is divided into three main steps as follows: data collection, mathematical model formula, and results. The proposed mathematical model of the optimization can solve the problems of the system under utilizing the limited resources in a production plan. To prove the applicability of the proposed model, two real case studies are introduced. The results show generally that the proposed mathematical model can be used to minimize manufacturing total costs of products for similar cases. Specifically, for the first case (Electric Water Heater with capacity 50 liter (EWH1)); the results show that the total cost decreases by 8.46 % for the optimum conditions. In addition, for the second case, (Electric Water Heater with capacity 80 liter (EWH2)); the results indicate that the total cost decreases by 3.7% for the optimum conditions.
INTRODUCTION
The Hierarchical Production Planning (HPP) approach is firstly introduced by Hax and Meal [1] . In this approach, Hax and Meal structured the problem into three levels hierarchy based on types, families and items. Firstly, aggregation planning was done on types which include all production families. Secondly, families are the groups of item within type's classification. These items require a major equipment setup before they are produced. The HPP divides the large planning optimization problem known as monolithic problem into sub-problems, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . From this figure, the components of different levels of aggregation for products are defined as:
1-Top level result from an aggregate planning model using linear programming and linear decision rules for variable according to its types. These types are sets of items that are similar in term of seasonal demand pattern and production rates.
2-Middle level considers a heuristic disaggregation of the type into families. These families are sets of items having similar setup costs.
3-Low level decision consists of disaggregation families that sets of items based on equalizing run out times.
The HPP approach is necessary to demonstrate the Cellular Manufacturing System (CMS). The CMS is subset of Group Technology (GT). The GT is a new approach for batch production (small lot-production) in which similarities exist among component part or processes. While applying the GT, it depends on formation of part families on basis of design and/or manufacturing. Furthermore, applying the GT leads to a significant improvement on product design, manufacturing engineering, and the CMS [2] . Now, cell loading is a decision activity that determines the kind of items and the quantities to be produced in each cell within specific time period. The production process is subject to production capacity and demand forecast. In Batch Production (BP) environment, there are two different approaches for cell loading problem which are monolithic and hierarchal approaches. The First approach (Monolithic Approach) formulates cell loading problem as a large Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem at an individual item level. In this case, a heuristic procedure can be applied to solve cell loading problem. The second approach, (Hierarchical Approach) divides the overall problem into a hierarchy of smaller problems [2] . In other words, hierarchical approach is that approach which used directly toward enhancements in several ways utilizing knowledge of group technology based on manufacturing system.
Through literature, it is found that the main objective for many researchers was to obtain an optimization method to solve the problems of the system under utilizing the limited resources in a production plan to meet variability in products demand. Accordingly, the common classification for the HPP approach at many cases can be summarized as following: Goloven [3] ; based on Hax and Meal, was first introduced the HPP approach for single-stage production planning and the concept of hierarchal planning through the difference between planning and operational. Goloven also modified multi-stage production planning as an extension to the HPP approach for single stage models to the systems with multi-stages. A pioneer work describing the HPP approach for the case of seasonal demand was introduced by Haas [4] , as proposed a heuristic to perform the levels of hierarchical planning. Gfrerer and Zipfel [5] proposed the HPP approach for the case of uncertain demand for multi-period model. This approach consists of an aggregate planning level and a detailed planning level. Then, the same approach is modified further by Wu and Ierapetritou [6] . Carravilla and Sousa [7] discussed a complex analysis production planning problem in a make-to-order company using hierarchical production planning approach. Katayama [8] proposed a relevant production planning procedure for multi-item continuous production in term of two-stage automated hierarchical planning procedure.
Incidentally, the HPP approach for complex manufacturing systems is studied in details by Mehraz et al. [9] . Akturk and Wilson [2] discussed the CMS by proposing a hierarchical cell loading approach to solve the production planning problem. Ozdamar and Birbil [10] described the HPP approach for the case of energy intensive production environment for energy intensive industries (e.g. steel, tile and glass ware industries). Hence, Ozdamar and Birbil minimized the number of active kilns throughout the year besides optimizing the process design in the curing department. Aghezzaf et al. [11] investigated a robust HPP approach for a two-stage PT Proceedings of the 16 th Int. AMME Conference, 27-29 May, 2014 real world capacitated production system operating in an uncertain environment. Achmed et al. [12] developed multi objectives model using Lingo program (software).
In this work, the HPP approach has been applied to the CMS plant of the General Manufacturing Company (GMC). Hence, a conceptual framework and a mathematical model are proposed for the CMS. The basic principles of calculations of the method for the CMS model are shown in details, starting from formulating a Lagrange relaxation and ending with using optimization software program Lingo (12.0) to solve mathematical model. Moreover, a flowchart for framework algorithm elucidating steps of solving the problem is carried out and presented. Finally, the proposed model is applied to two different real case studies and is solved by using operation research optimization software (Lingo program) in order to obtain the optimum method of solving the problem of minimizing the variable production costs. It is found that, the total products costs are saved for the two case studies by using the HPP approach for the CMS.
METHODOLOGY
In this work, the CMS problem is solved using Lingo program which is a comprehensive tool designed to make building and solving mathematical optimization models easier and more efficient. Lingo (12.0) provides a completely integrated package that includes a powerful language for expressing optimization models and a full-featured environment for building and editing problems. In addition, it has a set of fast built-in solvers capable of efficiently solving most classes of optimization models.
Mathematical Modeling
Two main parts for solving the CMS problem will be summarized in this section. The first part illustrates objective function and the second part defines the mathematical formulation; as described briefly in the following subsections.
Objective function
The objective function is to minimize variable production cost, such as (production cost, cells setup cost, inventory holding cost and regular capacity cost). These variables can be simplified as:
Mathematical formulation
There are three types of constraints at hierarchical model for cell loading problem in the CMS. These constraints can be defined as:  Production Constraints for families and items described by Eqs. (2) and (3).  Inventory Constraints for families and items described by Eqs. (2), (3), and (4). PT Proceedings of the 16 th Int. AMME Conference, 27-29 May, 2014  Production and resources capacity constraints over the planning horizon described by Eqs (5), (6), (7), (8) , and (9)), respectively.
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The most important part in this study is the conceptual framework and mathematical model which were proposed for the CMS. The study shows the basic principles for calculations of the method for the CMS model. This is obtained through; define Lagrange theory, apply decomposition procedures, update the values of Lagrange method using gradient method and use optimization software program Lingo (12.0) to solve mathematical model. Moreover, the flowchart of the framework algorithm is carried out. This chart provides in details the whole steps for solving the problem, where the final part is devoted to illustrate the proposed software methodology in solving the mathematical optimization models in an easier and more efficient way.
As a matter of fact, Akturk, and Wilson [2] stopped at using Lagrange theory without providing any solution by any means. In the current work, however, the proposed solution complements the work of Akturk, and Wilson as it consists of formulating a Lagrange relaxation for the initial model, solving this dual problem by efficient and iterative solution procedures, applying decomposition procedures, updating the values of Lagrange method using gradient method and using optimization software program Lingo (12.0) to solve the mathematical model.
CASE STUDY
The considered case study is applied at General Manufacturing Company (GMC) for manufacturing engineering in Egypt. The company manufactures three products: full automatic washing machine, gas cooker and Electrical Water Heaters (EWH) with PT Proceedings of the 16 th Int. AMME Conference, 27-29 May, 2014 capacity of (30, 40, 50, 80,100 Liter). The main interest in this work is studying the last product i.e. the EWH especially with the capacity of 50L and 80L in details. Hence, the proposed mathematical model is applied through the data collection as a first step then through mathematical formula as a second step and finally through obtaining results in the last step.
Problem Statement
In this part, the problem of planning production in this application is described. First, the problem statement is discussed, and then the solution method is introduced. In general, systems play an important role in many industrial processes. Particularly, the main objective of the CMS is to obtain the optimum method to solve the problem of minimizing the variable production costs (production cost, cells setup cost, inventory holding cost and regular capacity cost). The main objective from the case study is to minimize the total product cost, consequently increase profitability. Therefore, the HPP approach is applied and utilized for solving this problem. To achieve this target, it is necessary to manage and control the relation between the limited resources in the plan of the production and variability in products demand.
Solution Method
A schematic flowchart for the framework of the algorithm used in the CMS is illustrated in details in Fig. 2 . Using this algorithm provides optimal solution for the system. It should be noted that, the algorithm consists of three main steps named as: data collection, mathematical model and results. These steps are discussed briefly too in the next subsections. This schematic is introduced and explained in more details in Appendix (A) in addition to the required steps for the optimal solution.
Data Collection
In order to illustrate the capabilities of the proposed-model, actual data from the GMC with emphasis on Electric Water Heater (EWH) product have been collected. A comprehensive numerical example is presented to illustrate the applicability of the proposed model in such environment. This example is solved with the Lingo (12.0) software.
In this case, all different types of cost parameters that are used for the computational study are presented. The data collections for the considered case study are focused mainly on two families of the EWH which are electric heater water with capacity of 50L (EWH1) and that one with capacity of 80L (EWH2). The different variable parameters in the system are summarized in Table 1 , where UN~ [a, b] represents a uniformly distributed random variable in interval [a, b] . It should be noted that, most of the value of these parameters are constant throughout the planning horizon. In addition, the processing time of each item at each feasible resource (PR kl ) and the number of operations for each item are fixed. Moreover, these parameters listed in Table 1 LR (1) = LR(2), ……., LR(7) = {resource 1, 2, 3 ,4, 5}, where LR(1) is a set of resources belonging to cell (1).
RESULTS
In this section, the results for the two different cases under consideration, will be presented and discussed in details. Where, two comprehensive examples with full input data and results analysis are presented. First, let us consider the first product i.e., the EWH1 product. Comparison between the obtained numerical results of the initial and optimum total product cost indicted that there is a significant reduction in the total product cost of EWH1. Hence, the optimum total product cost (Z) of EWH1 decreases to 4.1*10 8 L.E rather than 4.48*10 8 L.E with respect to its initial values. Approximately 8.43% of the total product cost for the EWH1 can be saved according to the optimized results.
As a matter of fact the significant decrease in the total product cost can be attributed to the optimal values obtained for each parameter included in the mathematical model. In order to clarify the results in details, the initial and the optimal values for the different parameters are listed in Table 2 . It should be noted that there are fifteen parameters are listed in this table, however critical scrutiny for this table indicates that, there is notable improvement specifically at only three parameters or effective variables parameters which called as the most effective parameters in the model. Therefore, these variables are considered in details as shown in Fig. 3 , which illustrates a pictorial comparison between their initial and optimal values for the case of EWH1. These effective parameters have a notable difference between their initial and optimum values which cause the significant decrease in the total product cost. For example, inventory of the product at the end of planning period decreases from 1295 unit/ month in the initial conditions to 1275 unit/ month in the optimum conditions. This indicates that the total product cost will decrease with the decrease of the inventory cost. Also, this table shows the average cost of one regular time unit of cell which decreases from 21164.73 L.E in the initial conditions to 20251.47 L.E in the optimum conditions resulting also in overall decrease in the total product cost.
Incidentally, same features are observed also for the second case which is EWH2, where significant difference between the initial and the optimum total product cost as obtained from Lingo program is observed. In this case, an approximately 5.4*10 6 L.E was saved according to the optimized results. This means that a noteworthy PT Proceedings of the 16 th Int. AMME Conference, 27-29 May, 2014 reduction in the total product cost of the EWH2 also can be obtained by using a suitable optimum technique. To discuss these results in details, a comparison between the initial and the optimum variable values is presented in Table 3 . Again, critical scrutiny for this table indicates that, there is a notable improvement also in specific effective variables parameters and as a result the optimum total product cost decreased in comparison with the initial value. For example, it is listed that the average cost of one regular time unit of cell decreases from 36751.25 L.E in the initial conditions to 36001.29 L.E in the optimum conditions. Approximately 4.04 % of the total product cost was saved according to the optimization results in the case study of (EWH2). As a matter of fact, these results agree fairly well with the results of Akturk and Wilson [2] .
For more elucidation let us discus the data shown in Table 3 regarding the effective variable parameters in this case (EHW2). The effective variable parameters in this case are presented and analyzed as shown in Fig. 4 . From this figure, it is observed that there are particular improvements at these variables resulting in the overall reduction of total product cost. For example, initial estimation for the lot size of the product in cell at planning period decreases from 2055 unit/ month in the initial conditions to 2047 unit/ month in the optimum conditions. Also, the total product cost is decreased with respect to the decrease of the production cost.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS ON THE OPTIMIZATION MODEL FOR CMS RESULTS
In order to carry out an acceptable and dependable analysis to show the sensitivity of the problem developed for the CMS using the HPP approach, the different parameters utilized in the case study for both the EWH1 and the EWH2 are examined critically with emphasis on some effective variable parameters defined as: X ijt , Q ijt , IF it , d it , and R it . Therefore, the values for these parameters that resulted in minimizing the total product cost are chosen to be used for such sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity of the approach against variations in the numbers of X ijt , Q ijt , IF it , d it , and R it are presented in Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8. Where, these figures show the effective variable parameters for (EWH1, EWH2) against the variance and the variance percentage (%) respectively. Here, it should be noted that, the variance (V) is defined as the difference between the initial value (IV) and the optimum value (OV) of the parameter and the variance ratio (V %) is defined as the percentage ratio between the variance of the parameter (V) and its initial value (IV). In general the results presented in this section agree fairly well with the results of the sensitivity analysis performed by Tariq [13] and Aljuneidi [14] .
The effective variables parameters for the first case (EWH1) are illustrated in Fig. 5 . In this figure, the effective variables are illustrated with respect to their variance value (V) tabulated in Table 2 . From this figure, it is clear that the most significant variable among theses effective ones is the variance value for the variable R jt , where, V= 913.26 h/ month. Now let us define this value according to the variance value for the total product cost listed in Table 1 . However, it should be noted that a common ratio for these two variance values cannot be obtained since they have different units. On the other hand, the relative weight value can be expected from the comparison between these two values, i.e. it can be said that, the variable R jt (which PT Proceedings of the 16 th Int. AMME Conference, 27-29 May, 2014 has variance equal to 913.26 h/ month) has a certain effect in minimizing the total product cost and this effect will be greater than the other variables.
For further clarification, the variance ratio (V %), for these effective parameters are pictorially illustrated in Fig. 6 while the value of the variance ratio for the whole parameters are listed in Table 1 . Again, from this figure it can be said that, the variable (R jt ) is an effective variable but not the most effective one since its variance ratio is equal to 4.32 % and it has a significant effect in reducing the total product cost for the considered case study. However, from this figure it can be pointed out that, the most effective variable parameters on the variance ratio (V %) is the parameter Qijt (V= 21.45 %). This means that the most effective parameter in variance is not the most effective one in the variance ratio and vice versa. Therefore, it can be said that both variance and variance ratio; V and V% (both of them not only one of them) are necessary to identify the effective parameters. However, in general, these effective variables which have either maximum variance (V) or maximum variance ratio (V %) have a specific effect on at the minimization of the total product cost. In addition, as shown in Fig. 6 , there are two equal effective variables which are X ijt and d it having the same variance (V) and same variance ratio (V %); therefore they are having the same effect on minimizing the total product cost. However, it could happen that two effective variables have the same variance (V) but it is not necessary to have the same variance ratio (V %).
As a matter of fact, the same observations can be deduced from Figs. 7 and 8 which introduce the variance (V) and variance ratio (V %) for the effective variable parameters (i.e. the sensitivity analysis) for the second case, EWH2. In addition, values of the variance (V) for the two case studies (EWH1 &EWH2) regarding the total product cost are illustrated in Fig. 9 . Moreover, the most important results that can be directly concluded from Fig. 10 which shows the total product cost saved for the two cases (EWH1 & EWH2). However it should be memorized that these amounts can be saved if and only if the proposed mathematical model is used. In other words, it can be concluded from the analysis of the effective variable parameters presented above that the performance of the proposed algorithm is satisfactory. The total products costs are saved for the two products and this aim achieved by using the HPP approach for the CMS, which saved 37.85*10 6 L.E (34.8%), 54.57*10 6 L.E (4.04 %), respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the HPP approach is applied to CMS plant of General Manufacturing Company (GMC). Particularly, the main objective of the CMS is to obtain the optimum method to solve the problem of minimizing the variable production costs. Thus a mathematical model is developed and applied to two different real case studies. A conceptual framework and mathematical model are proposed for CMS. Moreover, a flowchart for framework of algorithm is carried out. The proposed mathematical model is solved using the Lingo program and presentable results are obtained. It is found that there are notable improvements in many variables which reflect the reduction of the total product cost. This reduction leads to achieve the optimum condition at the system. These variables sound great effects as they are 
